EXPORT POTENTIAL
OF THE VORONEZH REGION
Dear readers!

Historically the enterprises of the Voronezh Region have been distinguished by innovation, high technology, competitiveness and good quality of their products.

Today, realizing the Strategy of Regional Economic Development, the local Government solves complex problems of economic modernization, turning it into innovative, more high-tech model, using for this purposes powerful intellectual potential.

The Catalogue, presented to your attention, shows convincingly that the list of companies that manufacture products for export is quite extensive. However, it has been steadily increasing.

According to the customs statistics, in 2010 the foreign trade turnover of the Voronezh Region amounted to more than 1764 million U.S. dollars, and by comparison with 2009 has increased by almost 63 percent.

The volume of merchandise exports in 2010 amounted to 924 million U.S. dollars, which is 42 percent above the previous year.

In the commodity structure of exports, products of the chemical industry are still dominant. There is a growing export of pharmaceuticals, fertilizers, products of inorganic chemistry, proteins, starch and rubber.

Engineering products, food products and raw materials have a significant place in the export structure.

I am sure that the Catalogue that you hold in your hands will help businessmen and entrepreneurs to develop strong and constructive commercial relations.

We are open for long-term cooperation and we create all the necessary conditions for it.

Welcome to our hospitable land!

Aleksey Gordeev,
Governor of the Voronezh Region
FOREIGN ECONOMIC ACTIVITY OF THE VORONEZH REGION

According to the Customs Statistics data, foreign trade turnover of the Voronezh Region in 2010 amounted to 1764.4 million US $, and, compared to 2009, increased by 62.8 %, with export increasing by 42.3 % (share of export in the foreign trade turnover – 52.4 %), import – by 93.5 % (share of import in the foreign trade turnover – 47.6 %). Balance of trade of 83.9 million US $ was positive (against 215.3 million US $ in 2009).

The share of foreign countries in the structure of foreign trade turnover was 53.3 %, the share of CIS countries – 46.7 %.

Enterprises and organizations of the Region traded with 9 CIS countries and 88 foreign countries. Among the foreign countries, the highest turnover was with Switzerland (21.4 %), Germany (11.8 %), China (11.9 %), North Korea (3.9 %), Italy (3.5 %), USA (3.4 %), Turkey (4.1 %), Czech Republic (3.9 %).

Among the CIS countries trading partners, Ukraine and Uzbekistan remain leaders with 59.1 % and 35.4 % correspondingly. As compared to the previous year, the turnover with these countries increased 1.9 and 2.2 times correspondingly. 2010 registered the increase of the turnover with Azerbaijan (by 22.2 %), Armenia (by 47.5 %), Kyrgyzstan (by 6.9 %), Moldova (by 64.8 %), Turkmenistan (by 4.6 %). At the same time, the turnover with Tajikistan and Kazakhstan decreased (by 19.1 % and 41.0 % correspondingly).

Export of goods in 2010 amounted to 924.1 million US $, which is by 42.3 % more than in the previous year.

Chemical industry production remained prevalent in the structure of exported goods (72.1 %). In 2010, the Region exported considerably more products of inorganic chemistry (1.7 times more); pharmaceutical products (1.5 times more); fertilizers (1.2 times more); proteic substance, glue, starch (5.1 times more); plastic and plastic goods (1.3 times more); synthetic rubber (2.2 times more). The 2nd and 3d places in the structure of exported goods were taken by the machine-building production (11.4 %) and food products and raw materials (9.1 %). These groups are represented mainly by: nuclear reactors, boilers, equipment, electric machines, grain, sugar and confectionary, flour-and-cereals industry production.

The share of exported metal and metal products in the above-mentioned group of goods made 5.6 % in the total volume of export, and went up 3.3 percentage points; predominantly, it concerns the exports of ferrous metals goods to CIS countries.

Import of goods increased as compared to the previous year by 93.5 % and made 840.2 million US $. The most of the specific weight (57.9 %) in the structure of import belongs to the production of machine-building industry; the share of food products and raw materials (cane sugar, fodder, oleaginous seeds and oil-bearing vegetables, fats, animal and vegetable oils, dairy products, live animals, vegetables and edible root-vegetables, fruit and nuts) in the structure of import is 18.7 %; metal and metal products – 8.0 %.

2010 showed increase in the volume of the following purchases from abroad: means of land transport (2.2 times); electrical equipment (1.9 times); railroad and tram locomotives (1.8 times); nuclear reactors, boilers, equipment (1.5 times); optical instruments and devices (1.2 times). At the same time, against 2009, the Region bought abroad a smaller number of boats and other vessels (3.8 times).
The food products commodity group was mainly represented by sugar, confectionary (3.6 times increase in the volume of purchases as compared to the previous year); oleaginous seeds and oil-bearing vegetables (1.3 times increase); food industry left-overs and waste (1.2 times increase); live animals (3.8 times increase); fats, animal and vegetable oils (2.7 times increase); fruit and nuts (19.7 times increase); vegetables and edible root-vegetables (50.9 times increase); dairy products (1.4 times increase). At the same time, against 2009, the Region bought less fish, shellfish and mollusc (4.8 times).

In the commodity group of metal and metal products, the volumes of purchases from abroad increased, and were mainly represented by: ferrous metal goods (2.6 times); non-precious metal instruments, cutlery (1.3 times); ferrous metals (1.4 times); aluminum and aluminum goods (3.0 times); copper and copper goods (3.5 times). At the same time, against 2009, the Region bought less of other non-precious metal (2.8 times), nickel and nickel goods (2.4 times).
AGRO-INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX AND FOOD INDUSTRY

JSC «AGROSERVICE-B»
Address: Russia, Voronezh, ul. Studentcheskaya, 170
Tel./fax: +7 (473) 260-60-41
Director: Vladimir N. Podgornov
Exports: parts for tractors and automobile engines, component parts for slings
Exported to: Uzbekistan

JSC “AGROTEKH-GARANT”
Address: Russia, 394087, Voronezh, ul. Lomonosova, 114/14
Tel.: +7 (473) 235-76-35 (multi-channel)
Fax: +7 (473) 235-76-36
E-mail: agroteh@vmail.ru
www.agroteh-garant.ru
Director: Alexander V. Yevseev
Exports: plant protection equipment. Sprayers and parts.
Exported to: Kazakhstan, Ukraine, Byelorussia

JSC SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION “APROTEK”
Address: Russia, 396422, Voronezh Region., Pavlovsk, ul. Stroitelnaya, 8
Tel./fax: +7 (47362) 314-23
E-mail: info@promelectro.net
General Director: Yury P. Visloguzov
Exports: vegetable oil
Exported to: Uzbekistan

JSC “VNIIKP”
Address: Russia, Voronezh, prospect Truda, 91
Tel./fax: +7 (473) 246-21-95, 221-02-73
E-mail: vnii_kp@vmail.ru
General Director: Valery A. Afanasyev
Exports: farming machines
Exported to: Byelorussia, Ukraine
JSC “VZE EXPORT”  
Address: Russia, Voronezh, Moskovsky Prospect, 11, office 55  
Tel.: +7 (473) 261-11-10, 261-10-14  
e-mail:info@vzexp.ru  
General Director: Vladimir I. Pugatch  
Exports: excavators and parts  
Exported to: Kazakhstan, Ukraine

JSC “GEA PHARMTECHNOLOGIESRUS”  
Address: Russia, Voronezh Region, Novaya Usman, ul. Promishlennaya, 16  
Tel.: +7 (47325) 132-75  
General Director: Drexler Bjerne Heinz  
Exports: milking machines, detergents, udder care products  
Exported to: Byelorussia

JSC «PLANT NAMED AFTER FRUNZE»  
Address: Russia, Voronezh, ul. Krasny Oktyabr, 1A  
Tel.: +7 (473) 236-46-98  
General Director: Alexey G. Godovnikov  
Exports: grading screen fabric for grain cleaning equipment  
Exported to: Kazakhstan

JSC “ZERNOOCHISTKA”  
Address: Russia, Voronezh, ul. Kosmonavtov, 17  
Tel.: +7 (473) 263-22-60  
E-mail: zernoочистка@интеркон.ru  
General Director: Stanislav B. Dombrovsky  
Exports: agricultural machinery  
Exported to: Kyrgyzstan, Byelorussia

JSC “TECHNIKA-SERVICE”  
Address: Russia, Voronezh, prospect Patriotov, 75  
Tel./fax: +7 (473) 270-02-72  
E-mail: mail@tese.ru  
General Director: Sergey V. Kustovinov  
Exports: agricultural machinery  
Exported to: Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Serbia
JSC “TREID-UNITE”
Address: Russia, 394026, Voronezh, ul. Tekstilshikov, 2
Tel./fax: +7 (473) 239-23-70, 239-23-60
E-mail: trade-unite@bk.ru
www.trade-unite.ru
Director: Elchin Abdulla ogli Ismailov
Exports: protein-vitamin-mineral concentrates for farm animals
Exported to: Kazakhstan

GROUP OF COMPANIES “EKONIVA”
Address: Russia, 394036, Voronezh, ul. F. Engelsa, 33 A, 4th floor
Tel.: +7 (473) 259-70-44 (multichannel)
E-mail: agro@ekoniva.com
www.ekoniva.com
Group of Companies «EkOniva» President: Stephan Dürr
Russian-German Group of Companies «EkoNiva» is a large agricultural holding, consolidating 33 enterprises in 17 regions of Russia. Agricultural production (growing crops, potato, fodder crops and other crops, production of elite and reproduction seeds, meat and dairy livestock farming); delivery of seeds and agrotechnical consulting; delivery of agricultural machinery and servicing.
Exported to: CIS and foreign countries

JSC “AVANGARD-AGRO-VORONEZH”
Address: Russia, Voronezh Region, Semiluksky District, set. Staraya Veduga, ul. Lenina, 15
Tel.: +7 (47375) 396-38
General Director: Natalia V. Kosmirova
Exports: brewing barley malt
Exported to: Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, Tajikistan, Abkhazia, Germany

JSC “AGRO-SPUTNIK”
Address: Russia, Voronezh Region, Bogutcharsky District, set. Dyachenkovo, ul. Transportnaya, 18
Tel.: +7 (47366) 240-64, 285-22, 261-28
Fax: +7 (47366) 285-32
Director: Alexander A. Peshikov
Exports: roasted select sunflower seeds
Exported to: Germany
JSC MANAGEMENT COMPANY “BELSTAR-AGRO”
Adress: Russia, 394026, Voronezh Region, Voronezh, Moskovsky Prospect, 11.
Tel.: +7 (473) 239-10-13
Fax: +7 (473) 239-10-08
www.belstar-agro.ru
General Director: Grigory V. Fedyakov
Exports: group A and B pasta; wheat flour – extra, first quality, second quality; rye flour; unrefined sun-flower oil
Exported to: CIS and foreign countries

JSC “BORISOGLEBSKY MEAT PACKING PLANT”
Address: Russia, 397160, Voronezh Region, Borisoglebsk, ul. Svobodi, 227.
Tel.: +7(47354) 600-09
E-mail: meats@list.ru
www.bormkk.ru
General Director: Vyacheslav V. Ochnev
Borisoglebsky Meat Packing Plant is one of the largest meat packing facilities in Russia. Starting 2006, the Plant has been a JSC Moscow-McDonald’s» supplier of chilled meat.
Exported to: CIS

JSC “BORISOGLEBSKY MEAT PROCESSING AND PACKING FACTORY”
Address: Russia, 397167, Voronezh Region, Borisoglebsk, pereulok Kotovskogo, 2
Tel.: +7(47354) 306-86, 257-99
E-mail: zagot_bmkk.@mail.ru
General Director: Vyacheslav V. Ochnev
JSC «Borisoglebsky Meat Processing and Packing Factory» is a full-cycle enterprise, from slaughter to the production of specialty sausages and convenience foods from local chilled meat.
Exported to: CIS
JSC CHAPTER OF JSC “BUNGE CIS”
Address: Russia, 396340, Voronezh Region, Kashirsky District, set. Kolodezny, Oil-extracting Plant industrial area
Tel.: +7 (473) 239-76-50, 239-76-52, 239-76-52
Director: Segey N. Musatov
Exports: sunflower oil, oilcake, sunflower seed shell
Exported to: Armenia, Kazakhstan, Moldova, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Azerbaijan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, Abkhazia, Afghanistan, Mongolia, Germany, Poland, Estonia, EU, GB

JSC “BUTURLINOVSKY AGROCOMPLEX”
Address: Russia, 397500, Voronezh Region, Buturlinovka, ul. Rabochaya, 82
Tel./fax: +7 (47361) 411-94, 412-44, 411-11
E-mail: kompleksagro@yandex.ru
Director: Ekaterina G. Yastrebova
Production of meat, dairy; fodder crops; stocking of fodder; cultivation of crops and leguminous plants, oilseed, sugar beet; cattle farming.

JSC “BUTURLINOVSKY FLOURMILL”
Address: Russia, 397501, Voronezh Region, Buturlinovka, ul. Mayakovskogo, 73
Tel./fax: +7 (47361)326-02, 318-71, 373-91
General Director: Sergey A. Vorotintsev
Exports: wheat flour
Exported to: Armenia

JSC “VORONEZHSKIYE DROZZHI”
Address: Russia, 394028, Voronezh, ul. Dimitrova, 106
Tel.: +7 (473) 221-79-64, 244-61-11
General Director: Jan Shadi
Exports: yeast
Exported to: Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Ukraine, Iraq, Lebanon, Turkey, Angola, Afghanistan, Egypt, Libya, Chile, Congo, Cameroon

JSC “VORONEZH CONFECTIONERY”
Address: Russia, Voronezh, ul. Koltsovskaya, 40
Tel.: +7 (473) 252-42-98,252-35-72
Director: Andrey N. Bokarev
Exports: confectionery
Exported to: Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Tajikistan, Mongolia, Czech Republic
JSC “GERKULES”
Address: Russia, Voronezh Region, Bobrov, ul. Gogolya, 53
Tel./fax: +7 (47350) 562-44, 217-04
General Director: Aleksey V. Kruglov
Exports: flour-and-cereals products
Exported to: Moldova, Azerbaijan

JSC “YEVDAKOVSKY FAT-AND-OIL FACTORY”
Address: Russia, Voronezh Region, Kamenka, ul. Mira, 30
Tel.: +7 (47357) 516-45, 521-84
General Director: Igor V. Kuleshov
Exports: cooking fat, margarine, mayonnaise
Exported to: Byelorussia, Estonia, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, Latvia, Serbia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine

JSC “VEGATABLE OIL PLANT “ERTILSKY”
Address: Russia, Voronezh Region, Ertil, ul. Feoktistova, 21A
Tel.: +7 (47345) 244-01, 242-01
Director: Salikh M. Konakov
Exports: sunflower oil, oilcake
Exported to: Byelorussia, Uzbekistan

JSC “KARDAILSKY FLOUR MILL”
Address: Russia, Voronezh Region, Povorinsky District, set. Peski, ul.2 Sovetskaya, 1
Tel.: +7 (47376) 320-15, 320-14, 320-16, 433-07
Director: Konstantin V. Sots
Exports: flour
Exported to: Tajikistan, Turkmenistan

JSC “MEAT PACKING PLANT KALATCHEEVSKY”
Address: Russia, 397605, Voronezh Region, Kalacheevsky District, set. Prigorodny, ul. Promishlennikov, 23
Tel.: +7 (47363) 444-75, 450-19
E-mail: direktor@kalacheevsky.ru
www.kalacheevsky.ru
General Director: Nikolay I. Astanin
Production of: meat; sausages; combined feed. Plant cultivation. Pig farming.
Exports: meat products, cattle hides
Exported to: EU
JSC “LOGUS-AGRO”
Address: Russia, 394038 Voronezh, ul. Kosmonavtov, 2
General Director: Igor A. Alimenko
Tel./fax: +7 (473) 270-79-89
JSC «LOGUS-AGRO» cultivates vegetables (potato, cabbage, carrots, onions, sugar beet) and crops (wheat, barley, leguminous plants)

JSC “GROUP OF COMPANIES “MASLOPRODUCT”
Address: Russia, 394030, Voronezh, ul. Studentcheskaya, 30
Tel./fax: +7 (473) 255-00-56
E-mail: voronezh@gkmp.ru
www.gkmp.ru
General Director: Yevgeny A. Astafurov
Exports:
• sunflower oil (refined deodorized extra class; fragrant unrefined first class) under TM «S BANTIKOM», «ZOLOTOY STANDART», «VKUSNOV», «RESOK»; also unbottled;
• mayonnaise (20-80 % fat content; mayonnaise dressing, olive mayonnaise, high-fat salad dressing) under TM «ZOLOTOY STANDART», «TSARKAYA ZABAVA», «VKUSNOV», «S BANTIKOM», «RESOK».
Exported to: Afghanistan, Armenia, Israel, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Lithuania, Moldova, Serbia, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Iran, Iraq.

JSC “MOLVEST”
Address: Russia, Voronezh, 45 Strelkovoy Divizii, 259
Tel.: +7 (473) 242-53-39, 239-91-32
Director: Arkadiy N. Ponomarev
Exports: dairy products
Exported to: Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan

JSC CHAPTER OF “OIL-EXTRACTION PLANT ANNINSKY”
Address: Russia, Voronezh Region, Anninsky District, Anna, ul. Lenina, 1
Tel.: +7 (47346) 211-30
Director: Ivan I. Brovkin
Exports: sunflower oil
Exported to: Byelorussia, Kazakhstan
JSC “PAVLOVSKAGROPRODUCT”
Address: Russia, 396420, Voronezh Region, Pavlovsk, ul. Stroitelnaya, 8
Tel.: +7 (47362) 204-47, 202-31
Fax: +7 (47362) 312-96
E-mail: mail@agroprodukt.vrn.ru
Exports: unrefined pressed 1 class sunflower oil
(GOST R 52465 – 2005). Pelletized sunflower shell (fuel pellets)
Exported to: Kazakhstan, Byelorussia, Baltic countries, Poland, Moldova

JSC “FOOD PLANT ROSSOSCHANSKY”
Address: Russia, Voronezh Region, Rossosch, ul. L. Tolstogo, 49
Tel.: +7 (47396) 253-65, 266-56
Director: Sergey N. Domnitch
Exports: jam
Exported to: Kazakhstan

JSC TH “SOL TCHERNOZEMYA”
Address: Russia, Voronezh, ul. Lomonosova, 114/6-62
Tel./fax: +7 (473) 237-85-68, 237-85-69, 237-85-70
E-mail: tdsalt@box.vsn.ru
General Director: Valery A. Vasilkov
Exports: sodium bicarbonate
Exported to: Ukraine

JSC “PHOSPHOREL”
Address: Russia, Voronezh, prospect Patriotov, 65N
Tel./fax: +7 (473) 277-08-85, 277-05-96
E-mail: info@finist-milovar.ru
Director: Irina S. Okhotnikova
Exports: fish and seafood products
Exported to: Kazakhstan, Lithuania

JSC “KHOLOD”
Address: Russia, Voronezh, Moskovsky prospect, 1
Tel.: +7 (473) 216-11-10, 216-62-60, 246-01-94
Fax: +7 (473) 216-11-10, 246-11-10
General Director: Anatoly P. Shmigalev
Exports: processed cheese
Exported to: Azerbaijan, Georgia, Armenia
JSC “ELEVATOR RAMONSKY”
Address: Russia, Voronezh Region, Ramon, ul. Leskhoznaya, 21
Tel.: +7 (47340) 219-56
E-mail: mail@elrmn.vrn.ru
General Director: Michail P. Tchuiko
Exports: brewer’s barley
Exported to: Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan
INDUSTRY

JSC TH “AVTOGENMASCH”
Address: Russia, Voronezh, Moscovsky prospect, 26
Tel.: +7 (473) 221-07-94
General Director: Nikolay A. Sviridov
Exports: acetylene generator
Exported to: Armenia, Kazakhstan, Moldova, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, Uzbekistan

JSC “AVTOMATICA”
Address: Russia, 394029, Voronezh, ul. Merkulova, 7
Tel: +7 (473) 249-69-75
E-mail: oavt@vmail.ru
www.oavt.ru
General Director: Lyubov V. Dombrovskaya
Exports: alarm signaling, defense and signaling equipment, unit blocking equipment, temperature and pressure relays; indicators and level switches; pneumatic automation features, switches, connection boxes, cable inlets, light indicators, vibration control features, acoustic alarm systems.
Exported to: Byelorussia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan and other CIS countries

GROUP OF COMPANIES “ANGSTREM”
Address: Russia, 394019, Voronezh, ul. Torpedo, 43
Tel.: +7 (473) 228-21-77
E-mail: YuVoytseh@angstrem.net
www.angstrem-mebel.ru
General Director of the Furniture Holding «ANGSTREM»: Sergey F. Radchenko
As of today, GC «ANGSTREM» is in the top 5 of Russia’s furniture producers.
• mass production of cabinet furniture;
• mass production of soft furniture and mattresses;
• production of kitchen and bathroom furniture;
• custom-made cabinet furniture;
• wholesale supply of furniture and corporate order;
• furniture distribution network (120 stores in Russia and Ukraine).
GC «ANGSTREM» basic activity is the production of laminated woodchip board cabinet furniture; veneer enveloped woodchip board; film enveloped woodchip board; variety of lacquer finish, enamel and greening lacquer furniture fronts; with the use of varied fillings and soft furnishings.
Exported to: Eastern Europe, Central Asia and Baltic countries – 120 chain stores-salons in 54 cities, 87 wholesale clients, contractual delivery to Concern IKEA.
**JSC “ANGSTREM-ARREDO”**  
Address: Russia, Voronezh, ul. Torpedo, 43  
Tel./fax: +7 (473) 220-42-98, 276-21-52, 279-44-98  
General Director: Alexander V. Druzhinin  
Exports: furniture wholesale  
Exported to: Kazakhstan, Moldova, Ukraine, Mongolia

**JSC «ASKORT»**  
Address: Russia, 394030, Voronezh, ul. Studentcheskaya, 26A, office 1  
Tel.: +7 (473) 272-71-27, 261-04-04  
Fax: +7 (473) 272-71-07  
E-mail: zakaz@askort.ru  
www.askort.ru  
Director: Irina I. Naumova  
Exports: electric connectors, switches, electromagnetic relays, transformers, throttles, condensers, electric engines, rotary transformers, cable, contactors, microchips, transistors and diodes, interconnectors, etc.  
Exported to: Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Byelorussia

**JSC “BORISOGLEBSKIYE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS”**  
Address: Russia, Voronezh Region, Borisoglebsk, ul. 40 let Oktyabrya, 309, office 322  
Tel.: +7 (47354) 518-20  
E-mail: market@bss.vrn.ru,  
www.bss.vrn.ru  
General Director: Vladimir P. Kasimov  
Exports:  
- flexible multiplexer TS-30-BSS  
- universal multiplexer BUK-BSS  
- line channel equipment CUKAT-DSL.bis  
- subscriber access multiservice hub MK-BSS  
- optical multiplexers TS-BSS  
Exported to: Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, Moldova, Byelorussia, Abkhazia

**JSC “BORISOGLEBSKIY BOILER AND MECHANICAL PLANT”**  
Address: Russia, Voronezh Region, Borisoglebsk, ul. Sovetskaya, 32  
Tel.: +7 (47354) 609-32  
Fax: +7 (47354) 616-55  
E-mail: kotel@bkmz.ru  
General Director: Gennadiy P. Zaitsev  
Exports: central heating boilers, cast iron hatches  
Exported to: Kazakhstan
**JSC “BORISOGLEBSKOYE MACHINOSTROYENIYE”**
Adress: Russia, Voronezh Region, Povorinsky District, set. Peski, ul. Proletarskaya, 59
Tel.: +7 (47376) 436-57, 320-01
E-mail: bmasch36@mail.ru
Director: Sergey V. Sinyukov
Exports: heat-exchange
Exported to: Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan

**JSC “BORKHIMMASH”**
Address: Russia, Voronezh Region, Borisoglebsk, ul. Prokhodnaya, 4-a
Tel.: +7 (47354) 605-14, 418-02
E-mail: bhm@bhm.ru
General Director: Alexander N. Kakorin
Exports: air-cooling system, parts, tube bundle
Exported to: Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Ukraine, Byelorussia, Turkey, Estonia

**JSC “VORONEZH AIRCRAFT CONSTRUCTION COMPANY” (VASO)**
Address: Russia, 394029, Voronezh, ul. Tsiolkovskogo, 27
Tel.: +7 (473) 244-86-66
Fax: +7 (473) 249-90-17
E-mail: admin@air.vrn.ru
www.vaso.ru
General Director: Vitaly Y. Zubarev
JSC «VASO», established on the base of the Voronezh Aircraft Construction Plant, is one of the largest aircraft construction facilities in Russia. Over the years of its existence, the Plant has produced more than 20 types of aircrafts, many of them, such as Il-2, Tu-16, An-12, Tu-144, Il-86 and Il-96, becoming turning-points in the domestic aircraft building. Under way is the implementation of the Program for the serial production of a new-generation regional passenger aircraft An-148; wide-body aircrafts of the Il-96 series; launching of the serial production of aircraft SSJ-100 units. In the framework of cooperation with Government Enterprise «Antonov» (Ukraine), JSC «VASO» produces and delivers units for aircrafts An-148 and An-158. JSC «VASO» supplies units for A-320 assembly to «Airbus» Company (France).
Exported to: Ukraine, France
JSC “VORONEZHSELMASH”
Address: Russia, Voronezh, ul. 9 Yanvarya, 68
Tel.: +7 (473) 271-30-27, 277-01-36
General Director: Grigory V. Tchuiko
Exports: agricultural machinery
Exported to: Kazakhstan, Mongolia, Latvia, Bulgaria

JSC “VORONEZHTelekabel”
Address: Russia, Voronezh, ul. Zhemtchuzhnaya, 6
Tel.: +7 (473) 267-47-90
Fax.: +7 (473) 267-47-90
E-mail: adanilenko@svs1.ru
General Director: Mikhail I. Kirpitchev
Exports: cable
Exported to: Kazakhstan

JSC “VORONEZH SEMICONDUCTOR
DEVICES PLANT – SBORKA”
Address: Russia, 394033, Voronezh, Leninsky prospect, 119a
Tel.: +7 (473) 227-92-52
Fax.: +7 (473) 226-60-01
E-mail: market@vzpp-s.ru
www.vzpp-s.ru
General Director: Boris G. Ryazantsev
Exports: microelectronic and semiconductor production
Exported to: CIS

JSC “VORONEZHSINTEZKAUTCHUK”
Address: Russia, 394014, Voronezh, Leninsky prospect, 2
Tel: +7 (473) 220-69-05
Fax: +7 (473) 220-67-51
E-mail: postmaster@kauchuk.vrn.ru
www.vrnsk.ru
General Director: Viktor A. Kuklinov
Exports: synthetic rubber and latex
Exported to: Western and Eastern Europe, China, CIS
JSC “VORONEZHSKY OPITNO-MEKHANICHESKY ZAVOD”
Address: Russia, 394055, Voronezh, ul. 121 Strelkovoy divizii, 9
Tel.: +7 (473) 236-48-75; 236-34-32
Tel./fax: +7 (473) 236-48-84
E-mail: vomz@mail.ru
www.oao-vomz.ru
Exports: OPU (rotary supports) – OPU 1450; OPU 1450-1; OPU 1450 shoulderless; OPU 1450-1 shoulderless; OPU 1190; OPU 1190-1; OPU 1400; OPU 1411-1; OPU 1600; OPU 2500; OPU 2500-1; OPU 1900; OPU 1900-1; OPU 2240; OPU 2240-1.
Parts and outfit for lifting equipment: pull hook; three-cornered dismountable link PT1, PT3; three-cornered one-piece link T; oval link; deadeye; rotary support; traverses and gripping devices.
Exported to: Armenia, Moldova, Uzbekistan, Byelorussia, Ukraine

JSC “VORONEZH-PLAST”
Address: Russia, 394049, Voronezh, ul. Karpinskogo, 39
Tel.: +7 (473) 246-45-57, 246-45-66
E-mail: vplast@vplast.vrn.ru.
www.vplast.ru
General Director: Andrey V. Papush
Exports: d 32/26, 40/33 protective polyethylene tubes for protection of telecommunications routes optical cable from vibration and mechanical stress.
Exported to: Kazakhstan, Ukraine

JSC TH “VORONEZHSTALMOST”
Address: Russia, Voronezh, ul. Volgogradskaya, 39
Tel.: +7 (473) 279-81-99, 220-25-90
Fax: +7 (473) 220-25-88
E-mail: office@stalmost.ru
General Director: Andrey P. Yermolayev
Exports: steel-work
Exported to: Azerbaijan, Ukraine, Cyprus, Latvia
“VORONEZH MECHANICAL PLANT” – CHAPTER OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT UNITARY ENTERPRISE “GOVERNMENT SPACE SCIENCE AND PRODUCTION CENTRE NAMED AFTER M.V. KHRUNITCHEV” (“VMZ” – CHAPTER OF FGUP “GKNPTS NAMED AFTER M.V. KHRUNITCHEV”)

Address: Russia, 394055, Voronezh, ul. Voroshilova, 22
Tel.: +7 (473) 234-82-32, 234-82-34
Fax: +7 (473) 234-80-22
E-mail: fgupvmz@mail.ru
www.vmzvrn.ru
General Director: Ivan T. Koptev
Exports: sliding shutters, center-to-face valves, production tree, piping, casing head, needle valves
Exported to: Ukraine, Belorussia, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan

JSC “VORONEZHSKY MACHINE-TOOL PLANT”
Address: Russia, 394026, Voronezh, prospect Truda, 48
Tel./fax: +7 (473) 221-00-42, 246-67-42
E-mail: vtf@stankozavod.com
General Director: Alexander V. Saprikin
Exports: metal-working machinery
Exported to: Belorussia, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan

JSC “VED”
Address: Russia, 394088, Voronezh, ul. Vl. Nevskogo, 13, office 104
Tel.: +7 (473) 277-88-92
E-mail: info@vzexp.ru
Director: Yulia A. Poimanova
Exports: sliding shutter
Exported to: Azerbaijan, Ukraine

JSC “PFK “VELS”
Address: Russia, Voronezh, ul. Electrosignalnaya, 1
Tel./fax: +7 (473) 246-53-62, 246-32-23
E-mail: bocharova@vels1.vrn.ru
General Director: Tatyana A. Botcharova
Exports: antennae, radio stations
Exported to: Belorussia, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan
JSC “GIDROGAS”
Address: Russia, 394033, Voronezh, Leninsky prospect, 160
Tel.: +7 (473) 223-72-33
General Director: Vladimir V. Panov
Exports: pumping units for oil and oil-extracting industry
Exported to: Kazakhstan, Byelorussia, Ukraine

JSC «GRIBANOISKY MACHINE-BUILDING FACTORY»
Address: Russia, 397243, Voronezh Region, settlement of city type Gribovsky, ul. Mashzavodskaya, 11
Tel: +7 (47348) 309-60
Fax: +7 (47348) 320-05, 320-53
E-mail: sysadmin@cnohim.com
Director: Pavel V. Mitskevitch
Exports: heat exchanging sections for air coolers
Exported to: Byelorussia, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan

JSC “DELTA-PAK”
Address: Russia, Voronezh Region, Rossosch, ul. Khimzavodskaya, 4
Tel./fax: +7 (47396) 526-40
E-mail: dpak@icmail.ru
www.dpack.ru
General Director: Viktor T. Doroshevsky
JSC «DELTA-PAK» produces roll-flexible multi-layer packing.
One of the types of packaging produced by JSC «DELTA-PAK» is packaging for dairy products: packaging film «Premium» – analogue of finpak, and film «Medium».

JSC “DON POLIMER”
Address: Russia, Voronezh, ul. Donskaya, 10
Tel.: +7 (473) 224-86-40, 224-86-41
E-mail: LGurjanova@don-polymer.ru
Business Director: Lyubov V. Gurjanova
Exports: heat shrink caps
Exported to: Ukraine, Moldova, Latvia
JSC TH “DOSMA”  
Address: Russia, 394052, Voronezh, ul. Petrozavodskaya, 25  
Tel. +7 (473) 263-72-66, 254-64-54  
E-mail: dosma@vmail.ru  
www.dosma.vrn.ru  
Director: Oleg Y. Spitsin  
Exports: complex additives for concrete, cement slurry under TM «PlastIL», «PlastIL-U» and «PlastIL-PM».  
Exported to: Ukraine, Hungary

JSC “EVROINTORG”  
Address: Russia, Voronezh, ul. Lenina, 73, office 32  
Tel.: +7 (473) 239-90-71, 239-90-72, 239-90-73  
E-mail: rosizvest@rosizvest.ru  
www.rosizvest.ru  
Director: Oxana V. Paltchikova  
Exports:  
• granulated quicklime, GOST 9179-77, 2 class  
• quicklime powder, GOST 9179-77, 2 class  
• slaked lime, GOST 9179-77, 1 class  
• gypsum, 1 class  
Exported to: Ukraine, Latvia, Moldova, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan

JSC “ZHURAVSKY OCHER PLANT”  
Address: Russia, Voronezh Region, Kantemirovsky District, set. Ochrozavod  
Fax: +7 (47367) 315-89  
Director: Sergey G. Pirumyan  
Exports: bentonitic clay  
Exported to: Ukraine
**JSC “HEAVY MECHANICAL PRESSES PLANT”**
Address: Russia, 394026, Voronezh, ul. Solnechnaya, 31
Tel.: +7 (473) 239-25-43;
E-mail: vtmp@tmp-press.ru
www.tmp-press.ru
General Director: Merabi O. Merabishvili
Exports:
1. press-forging equipment;
2. equipment for the production of autoclaved aerated concrete goods, silicate brick production complex, presses for semidyry pressing;
3. automated complexes for dismantling and assembly of rail carriages wheelsets.
Exported to: China, Japan, South Korea, India, France, Italy, Spain, Mexico, Brasil, etc.

**JSC “ISODOM”**
Address: Russia, 396070, Voronezh Region, Novovoronezh, Zavodskoy proezd, 6
Tel.: +7 (47364) 599-06,
Fax: +7 (47364) 599-07
E-mail: isodom@isodom.vrn.ru
www.isodom.vrn.ru
General Director: Anton B. Suprenok
«ISODOM» is one of Russia’s largest producers of polyethylene foam isolation materials. The Company’s extensive sales network provides for over 1500 wholesale customers.
«ISODOM» production is quality heat-, moisture isolation and soundproof material. Production range: over 200 product names.
«ISODOM» production is ecologically friendly.
Exports: 0,5-20,0 mm sheets (incl. foil-covered), pipe coating, tourniquets, mats.
Exported to: Byelorussia

**JSC “INDUSTRIALNIYE TEHNOLOGII”**
Address: Russia, 396070, Novovoronezh, Voronezhskoye schosse, 5.
Tel.: +7 951 562 49 67 (моб.)
E-mail: ao-intech@mail.ru.
www.zao-intech.ru/
General Director: Pavel S. Polevoy
Main activity: radiation sterilization of single use medical articles with radiation processing units in Moscow, Obninsk, Novovoronezh, Nesvizh (Byelorussia).
JSC “IRISMACH”
Address: Russia, 394028, Voronezh, ul. Dimitrova, 124, building G
Tel.: +7 (473) 237-35-09, 237-35-71
E-mail: mail@npp-iris.vrn.ru
Director: Yuri V. Govorov
Exports: cable stripping rollers
Exported to: Kazakhstan

JSC “KOMNET”
Address: Russia, 394036, Voronezh, ul. Sredne-Moskovskaya, 6A
Tel.: +7 (473) 239-01-21
Fax: +7 (473) 239-01-21
E-mail: info@comnet.vrn.ru
www.comnet.vrn.ru
Director: Vladimir N. Zlatopolsky
Exports: object tables for optical, raster electronic and atomic force microscopy; alignment and scanning devices in fiber and integrated optics, holography; micromanipulators for biological research and medicine; goniometric heads in X-ray equipment; positioners in alignment and exposure units in photolithography and vacuum nanolithography.
Exported to: CIS

JSC “CHEMICAL AUTOMATION DESIGN OFFICE” (KBHA)
Address: Russia, 394006, Voronezh, ul. Voroshilova, 20
Tel.: +7 (473) 263-36-73
E-mail: cadb@comch.ru
www.kbkha.ru
Chief Designer - General Director: Vladimir S. Ratchuk
JSC «KBHA» is one of the world leaders in creation of liquid rocket engines, a participator of all domestic space exploration manned programs.
Today KBHA develops:
• engines for carrier rocket «Souz-2» (Rus), «Angara»;
• upper stage oxygen-hydrogen engines;
• hypersonic ramjet engines, etc.
Research in the sphere of construction of perspective liquid rocket engines.
In rocket engines construction, KBHA cooperates with USA, French, German and Italian companies.
**JSC FINANCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL COMPANY “KOSMOS-NEFT-GAS”**

Address: Russia, 394019, Voronezh, ul. 9 Yanvarya, 180
Tel.: +7 (473) 247-91-00
Fax: +7 (473) 247-91-07
E-mail: office@kng.vrn.ru
www.kng.ru
President: Ivan G. Latchugin
General Director: Alexander P. Shevtsov
Activity: designing and production of oil and gas extraction, transportation and processing equipment. Gas field development. Complex designing of objects and constructions for chemical, petrochemical, gas and oil industries. General designer activities. Author’s supervision. Commissioning. Adaptation of foreign technologies and requirements to Russian norms and standards.
Exports: flare systems, gas dehydration units, thermal containers, Christmas tree control stations, torque power meters. Designing.
Exported to: Lithuania, Bulgaria, Kazakhstan, South Korea

**JSC “KRISTINA”**

Address: Russia, 394040, Voronezh, set. Pridonskoy, ul. Latnenskaya, 9a
Tel. +7 (473)224-86-00
E-mail: zao_kristina@mail.ru
www.kristina.ru
Acting General Director: Viktor V. Gritsenko
Serial production of cabinet furniture
Exported to: Kazakhstan

**JSC NPF “KRIFO”**

Address: Russia, 394063, Voronezh, ul. Starikh Bolshevikov, 47
Tel.: +7 (473) 223-05-03, 226-46-89, 226-41-74, 226-38-16
Fax: +7 (473) 223-64-32, 223-05-03
E-mail: Krylo@krylo.vrn.ru
Designing and production of medical equipment, surgical and endocrinology instrument
Exported to: Ukraine, Moldova, Byelorussia, Armenia, Tajikistan, Georgia

**JSC “LYSKIMONTAZHKONSTRUKTSIYA”**

Address: Russia, Voronezh Region, Lyski, ul. Montazhnikov, 1
Tel.: +7 (47391) 341-24, 326-47
Fax: +7(47391) 321-47, 332-34, 311-32
General Director: Nikolay V. Belokonev
Exports: pipeline parts
Exported to: Ukraine, Turkmenistan, Moldova, Kazakhstan, Lithuania
JSC SKB “MAYAK”
Адрес: Russia, 394033, Voronezh, Leninsky prospect, 160, office 547
Tel/fax: +7 (473) 239-60-73, 269-59-91
E-mail: office@skb-m.ru
www.skb-m.ru
Director: Igor V. Denisenko
Exported to: Kazakhstan, Ukraine, Byelorussia

JSC “MAKHERIDIS”
Address: Russia, 394038, Voronezh, ul. Pirogova, 56 G
Tel./fax: +7 (473) 263-17-70, 263-22-06
E-mail: mail@maheridis.ru
http://www.maheridis.ru
Director: Grigoris M. Bitchakhchiev
JSC «Makheridis» – MIR KAMNYA supplies marble aggregate from Koelginsky deposit, used for mosaic floor filling; does facing work (granite and marble).

JSC HOLDING COMPANY “MEBEL TCHERNOZEMYA”
Address: Russia, Voronezh, ul. B. Khmelnitskogo, 51A
Tel.: +7(473) 224-30-25
E-mail: recept@mche.ru
www.mche.ru
General Director: Nikolay I. Poslukhaev
Holding «Mebel Tchernozemya» is one of the leading furniture producers in Russia. A large production and technical complex is equipped with the modern machinery for furniture production. «Mebel Tchernozemya» is an annual winner of prestigious competitions and holder of domestic and foreign exhibitions awards.
Exported to: Kazakhstan, Ukraine, Byelorussia, Moldova, Georgia

JSC TC “MEBEL TCHERNOZEMYA”
Address: Russia, Voronezh, ul. B. Khmelnitskogo, 51A
Tel.: +7 (473) 223-11-14, 227-73-59, 223-12-07
General Director: Yuri D. Proschenko
Exports: furniture
Exported to: Ukraine, Moldova, Byelorussia
JSC «MEL»
Address: Russia, 394006, Voronezh, ul. Krasnoarmeyskaya, 54
Tel./fax: +7 (473) 277-10-91
E-mail: elton@nm.ru
www.ooomel.ru
General Director: Anatoly A. Solovyev
Exports: low-power electric motors of DPR series, generator starter for building equipment
Exported to: Ukraine, Byelorussia, Finland

JSC “MINUDOBRENIYA”
Address: Russia, 396657, Voronezh Region, Rossosch, ul. Khimzavodskaya, 2
Tel.: +7 (47396) 217-30, 235-76
Fax: +7(47396) 242-00
E-mail: oao@minudo.ru
www.minudo.ru
General Director: Vladimir N. Ovtcharenko
Exports:
- ammonium nitrate
- NPK (azophoska) (1:1:1; 2:1:1)
- liquid calcium nitrate
- chalk
Exported to: USA, EU, Serbia, Moldova, Ukraine

JSC NPO “NEFTEGASDETAL”
Address: Russia, 394026, Voronezh, ul. Druzhinnikov, 20
Tel.: +7 (473) 239-29-70, 239-29-72
E-mail: neftegd@comch.ru
General Director: Aleksey A. Klimchenkov
Exports: christmas trees
Exported to: Ukraine

JSC SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION COMPANY “NFL”
Address: Russia, 394019, Voronezh, ul. Krasnodonskaya, 1-6
Tel.: +7 (473) 221-51-90, 276-27-87
E-mail: nppnfl@mail.ru
www.nppnfl.ru
Director: Alexander V. Novoseltsev
Production of LED goods; household and industrial illuminants
JSC “POLIPROM”  
Address: Russia, Voronezh, ul. Peshestreletskaia, 106  
Tel.: +7 (473) 239-11-02, 239-11-03  
E-mail: info@poliprom.ru  
General Director: Alexander I. Kolesnikov  
Exports: spiral security barrier «Egoza»  
Exported to: Azerbaijan

AIRLINE “POLET”  
Address: Russia, Voronezh, prospect Truda, 123  
Tel.: +7 (473) 239-28-47  
E-mail: root@polet.ru  
www.polet.ru  
General Director: Anatoly S. Karpov  
Airline “POLET” was established in 1988. It is in Russia’s top 5 according to the volume of cargo shipment. The airline carries out the following air freight:  
• oversized cargo by AN-124-100 (worldwide),  
• packaged goods by IL-96-400T (Europe-across Russia-Pacific countries),  
• space equipment.  
Passenger traffic in Russia, CIS and Europe:  
• regular flights by SAAB 2000 and SAAB 340B;  
• chartered flights by Hawker 800.  
Airline “POLET” participates in the international project “Air start” (“Vozdushniy start”) (sputniks launching into space).

JSC “PROMELECTRO”  
Address: Russia, Voronezh, ul. 45 Strelkovoi Divizii, 234, office 1  
Tel./fax: +7 (473) 249-23-46, 249-02-01, 249-10-17, 249-09-79  
E-mail: info@promelectro.net  
Director: Yuri I. Khoroshilov  
Exports: electronic ballast blocks for lamps  
Exported to: Byelorussia, Netherlands

CHAPTER OF JSC “RASKO” VORONEZH GLASSWARE PLANT  
Address: Russia, Voronezh, Leninsky prospect, 172  
Tel.: +7 (473) 224-31-33, 239-42-23,  
E-mail: info@vrn.rasko.ru,  
www.rasko.ru.  
Acting Director: Viktor V. Selutin  
Exports: 0.2 – 1.0 l. glassware for water, juices, milk; beer, vodka, wine  
Exported to: Kazakhstan, Ukraine
JSC “CORPORATION SCIENTIFIC AND PRODUCTION COMPANY UNION “RIF”
Address: Russia, 394062, Voronezh, ul. Dorozhnaya, 17/2
Tel.: +7 (473) 270-64-98
Fax: +7 (473) 270-47-34
E-mail: marketing@rifcorp.ru
www.rifcorp.ru
General Director: Alexander S. Ivanov
Exports: industrial production for railway transport; thermoelectric module based production, working on the Peltier effect and Seebeck effect; thick-film heating elements based production;
Exported to: CIS

JSC “RGM-NEFT-GAS-SERVICE”
Address: Russia, 394019, Voronezh, ul. 9 Yanvarya, 180
Tel.: +7 (473) 247-95-86, 247-95-71
Fax: +7 (473) 247-95-86, 247-95-71
E-mail: mail@rgm-ngs.ru
http://www.rgm-ngs.ru
General Director: Yevgenia M. Gritsenko
The company develops, produces and services CT Booster sets:
• CT unit UKRS-20, UKRS-30
• booster pump-and-compressor unit UBNK-12
• technological container ET-25
Exported to: Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan

JSC “SOMOVO-MEBEL”
Address: Russia, Voronezh, Somovo, ul. Kharkovskaya, 4
Tel.: +7 (473) 227-44-89
E-mail: sekret@somovo.net, somovo05@yandex.ru
www.somovo.net
General Director: Aleksey I. Poslukhaev
Exports: valuable solid wood and veneer furniture
Exported to: Ukraine, Kazakhstan
JSC “MANAGEMENT MINING MACHINERY CO. RUDGORMASH”
Address: Russia, 394019, Voronezh, ul. 9 Yanvarya, 54
Tel.: +7 (473) 244-71-11
Fax: +7 (473) 244-72-00, 237-52-00
E-mail: market@rudgormash.ru, office@rudgormash.ru
www.rudgormash.ru
General Director: Arkady R. Mozhaitov
Exports: mining equipment
Exported to: India, Vietnam, Kazakhstan, Ukraine, Byelorussia, Lithuania

JSC “SOVTEKH”
Address: Russia, 394000, Voronezh, prospect Revolutsii, 19, office 445
Tel.: +7 (473) 221-81-29
Tel./fax: +7 (473) 221-81-35, 279-82-85
E-mail: sovteh@list.ru
Director: Sergey G. Tikhomirov
Exports: technology of waste recycling supplying vulcanization accelerator activators «Vulkativ», allowing to decrease, or substitute completely, the content of zinc white in rubber goods, increasing their environmental security.
Exported to: Bulgaria, India, New Zealand, Ukraine, Byelorussia

JSC “CONCERN “SOZVEZDIYE”
Address: Russia, 394018, Voronezh, ul. Plekhanovskaya, 14
Tel./fax: +7 (473) 235-62-01, +7 (473) 259-71-62,
E-mail: vtfzx@sozvezdie.su
www.sozvezdie.su.
General Director: Azret Y. Bekkiev
Exports: command post vehicles, automated tactical communication and control systems, radio relay stations, automated jamming stations and means, air defence complex telecode and voice communication systems.
Exported to: Arab region countries, France, China, Byelorussia, Kazakhstan, etc.

JSC “STOMEL-K”
Address: Russia, Voronezh, ul. Vitruka, 13
Tel./fax: +7 (473) 223-24-46, 223-33-05
E-mail: shop@stomel.ru
Director: Yevgeny P. Kitaev
Exports: dental products
Exported to: Kazakhstan
JSC PKF “KHIMSNABSERVICE”
Address: Russia, Voronezh Region, Semiluksky District, set. Latnaya, ul. Komsomolskaya, 1
Tel.: +7 (47372) 628-49, 636-06
E-mail: info@finist-milovar.ru
General Director: Vladimir A. Alferov
Exports: petroleum solvent, tar
Exported to: Ukraine, Moldova, Guinea, Egypt, Kenya, Iran, Germany, Lithuania, France, Poland

JSC “KHIMMASHTEKNOLOGII”
Address: Russia, Voronezh region, Borisoglebsk, ul. Matrosovskaya, 111, office 3
Tel.: +7 (47354) 681-97
Director: Aleksey A. Kuznetsov
Exports: burner stone
Exported to: Kazakhstan

JSC “TSENTROPLAST”
Address: Russia, 394065, Voronezh, prospect Patriotov, 21
Tel.: +7 (473) 263-91-95
Fax: +7 (473) 263-91-95
E-mail: info@cplast.ru
Director: Vitaly Y. Mazanik
Exports: thread protectors
Exported to: Kazakhstan, Ukraine

JSC PRODUCTION COMPANY “ETALON”
Address: Russia, 394074, Voronezh, ul. Putilina, 5
Tel.: +7 (473) 268-88-39
E-mail: etalonpk@mail.ru
www.pk-etalon.ru
Director: Boris V. Mironov
Exports: pre-foaming agents, manual and semi-automatic forming machines, automated modeling complex, vacuum machines, styrofoam cutting lines, crushers, high pressure fans, forming machine hydro-stations.
Exported to: Belarus, Ukraine, Moldova
JSC “ELECTROPRIBOR”  
Address: Russia, Voronezh, ul. 20-let Oktyabrya, 59  
Tel.: +7 (473) 277-85-25  
Fax: +7 (473) 271-57-03  
E-mail: electropribor@box.vsi.ru  
General Director: Sergey V. Butimov  
Exports: electrical equipment and pilot-static tubes  
Exported to: Ukraine

JSC “NPO “EKOPLAST”  
Address: Russia, 394065, Voronezh, Moskovsky prospect, 11, office 4  
Tel.: +7 (473) 264-80-00  
General Director: Nikolay N. Lynov  
Exports: line pipes protectors  
Exported to: Kazakhstan

JSC “ELECTROPRIBOR-2009”  
Address: Russia, Voronezh, ul. 20-let Oktyabrya, 59  
Tel.: +7 (473) 257-85-24, 271-57-03  
General Director: Vladimir I. Antsupov  
Exports: gas meter  
Exported to: Kazakhstan, Georgia

JSC “ELECTRO SIGNAL”  
Address: Russia, 394026, Voronezh, ul. Electrosignalnaya, 1  
Tel.: +7 (473) 246-10-51  
Fax: +7 (473) 246-24-87  
E-mail: electrosignal@pad.vsi.ru  
General Director: Gennadiy N. Potapov  
Exports: microphone and phone headset  
Exported to: Byelorussia, China

JSC “NPP “EKAR”  
Address: Russia, Voronezh, ul. Matrosova, 47  
Tel.: +7 (473) 239-83-55  
General Director: Yuri G. Zverev  
Exports: synchronous motor  
Exported to: Kazakhstan, Ukraine
JSC “EXHIBITION CENTRE VETA” TPP VO
Address: Russia, 394006 Voronezh, ul. Svobodi, 73, office 201
Tel./fax: (473) 277-48-36, 251-20-12
E-mail: veta@veta.ru
http://www.veta.ru
General Director: Ilya Y. Beltyukov
Exhibition Centre VETA is a structural division of the Voronezh Region Chamber of Trade and Commerce (TPP VO). Its main activity is organization of exhibitions and congresses, forums, festivals, contests.
Exhibition Centre VETA has been in this business since 1993, and over 18 years the Company has accumulated considerable experience in organizing regional, national and international specialized exhibitions, congresses and seminars, having effectively organized the participation of the Voronezh Region enterprises in large-scale federal and international exhibitions.
JSC Exhibition Centre VETA TPP VO is a Full Member of the Russian Union of Exhibitions and Fairs.
The events, organized by the Company, are followed by congresses, thematic seminars, conferences, etc., conducted at high level, with the participation of Russian Federation Ministries and Agencies.

JSC “VORONEZHVTORMA”
Address: Russia, Voronezh, ul. Volgogradskaya, 48
Tel.:+7 (473) 221-80-25
Director: Nikolay A. Belov
Exports: Wastepaper
Exported to: Ukraine

CHAPTER OF JSC “VEROPHARM”
Address: Russia, 394006, Voronezh, ul. Koltsovskaya, 80
Tel.:+7 (473) 272-72-95
Fax: +7 (473) 276-55-32
E-mail: infovrn@veropharm.ru
Director of Chapter of JSC VEROPHARM in Voronezh: Albert A. Ivanov
Exports:
1. Germicidal plaster
2. Fixing plaster
3. Hemostatic patch
4. Corn plaster
5. Capsicum plaster
Exported to: Ukraine, Byelorussia, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Latvia
JSC FIRM “VERA”
Address: Russia, г. Воронеж, ul. Taranchenko, 29B
Tel./fax:+7 (473)220-78-88, 220-77-99
E-mail: kampan@kampan.ru
Director: Valery N. Anisimov
Exports: bells
Exported to: Armenia, Byelorussia, Moldova, Kazakhstan, Ukraine, Serbia, Montenegro, USA

JSC “DIS-PAK”
Address: Russia, Voronezh, ul. Karpinskogo, 39
Tel.: +7 (473) 239-78-58, 262-24-52, 251-52-37
Director: Nikolay V. Dolgov
Exports: adhesive tape
Exported to: Kazakhstan, Ukraine

JSC “INSAIT”
Address: Russia, Voronezh Region, Semiluki, ul. Kurskaya, 101
Tel.: +7 (47272) 205-62
Director: Pavel V. Koptelov
Exports: self- and mutual aid graduated compression bleeding arresting tourniquet
Exported to: Byelorussia

JSC th “CONCERN INTERKHIMPROM”
Address: Russia, 394018, Voronezh, ul. Svobodi, 31
Tel.: +7 (473) 261-19-44
Director: Stanislav V. Trunov
Exports: fireproof cardboard
Exported to: Armenia, Kazakhstan

JSC npp “ORT”
Address: Russia, Voronezh, Moskovsky prospect, 22
Tel.: +7 (473) 246-67-68, 221-45-19, 221-45-26
E-mail: info@ort-vrn.ru
General director: Valery M. Shishkov
Exports: fire-fighting equipment
Exported to: Byelorussia, Kazakhstan
JSC “PROMTEKSTIL”  
Address: Russia, Voronezh, ul. Tekstilshikov, 5  
Tel.: +7 (473) 239-22-07, 239-22-08, 239-66-83  
General Director: Roman A. Novitchkhin  
Exports: fabric  
Exported to: Ukraine

JSC “UNIPACK”  
Address: Russia, 396020, Voronezh Region, set. Ramon, ul. Sovetskaya, 11, POBox 1  
Tel./fax: +7 (473) 233-00-02, 233-15-17, 233-87-63  
E-mail: mail@brons.vrn.ru  
Director: Ivan I. Skripchenkov  
Exports: single use containers  
Exported to: Kazakhstan, Ukraine

JSC “FARBEN-EXPORT”  
Address: Russia, Voronezh, prospect Revolutsii, 1/1  
Tel.: +7 (473) 255-30-01  
E-mail: info@abcfarben.ru  
Director: Sergey V. Popov  
Exports: paintwork materials  
Exported to: Kazakhstan

JSC “FERINGER & CO” PLANT  
Address: Russia, 394028, Voronezh, ul. Montazhniy proezd, 12E, office 1  
Tel./fax: +7 (473) 220-43-00; 239-73-58; 279-70-67  
E-mail: suchovey@mail.ru  
www.feringer.ru  
Director: Artur P. Feringer  
Exports: heating equipment for Russian bath, houses and summer houses (working on wood).  
Exported to: Germany, Ukraine, Byelorussia

JSC “TRADING COMPANY “FINIST””  
Address: Russia, 394030, Voronezh, ul. Revolutsii 1905 goda, 31  
Tel.: +7 (473) 255-30-01  
E-mail: info@abcfarben.ru  
General Director: Boris P. Boiko  
Exports: soap  
Exported to: Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, Tajikistan, Afghanistan
JSC “CELIT”
Address: Russia, voronezh, ul. Dimitrova, 124-1
Tel.: +7 (473) 279-76-82
E-mail: vablazhko@celit.ru
General Director: Valery A. Blazhko
Exports: dental products
Exported to: Byelorussia
SCIENTIFIC AND EDUCATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE

VORONEZH STATE ARCHITECTURE AND CONSTRUCTION UNIVERSITY (GOU VPO “VGASU”)
Address: Russia, 304006, Voronezh, ul. 20-let Oktyabrya, 84
Tel.: +7 (473)-271-54-30
Fax: +7 (473)-271-54-30
E-mail: unr@vgasu.vrn.ru
www.vgasu.vrn.ru
Rector: Igor S. Surovtsev

VORONEZH STATE AGRARIAN UNIVERSITY (FGOU VPO “VGAU” NAMED AFTER K.D. GLINKA)
Address: Russia, 394087, Voronezh, ul. Mitchurina, 1
Tel.: (4732) 53-86-31
Fax: (4732) 53-86-51
E-mail: mail@vgau.ru
www.vgau.ru
Rector: Vyatcheslav I. Kotarev

VORONEZH STATE MEDICAL ACADEMY NAMED AFTER N.N. BURDENKO UNDER THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION MINISTRY OF HEALTH AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT (GOU VPO “VGMA” NAMED AFTER N.N. BURDENKO)
Address: Russia, 394000, Voronezh, ul. Studentcheskaya, 10
Tel.: +7 (473) 259-89-90
Fax: +7 (473) 253-00-05
E-mail: canc@vsma.ac.ru
www.vsma.vrn.su
Rector: Igor E. Esauleanko
VORONEZH STATE TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY (FGOUVPO “VGTU”)  
Address: Russia, 394026, Voronezh, Moskovsky prospect, 14  
Tel.: +7 (473) 246-40-67  
Fax: +7 (473) 246-42-65  
E-mail: dekan@fddo.vorstu.ru  
portal.vorstu.ru  
Rector: Vladimir R. Petrenko

VORONEZH STATE UNIVERSITY (GOU VPO “VSU”)  
Address: Russia, 394006, Voronezh, Universitetskaya ploshad, 1  
Tel.: +7 (473) 220-85-93  
Fax: +7 (473) 220-87-55  
E-mail: odp@main.vsu.ru, sln@main.vsu.ru, baldina@vsu.ru  
www.abitur.vsu.ru  
Rector: Dmitry A. Yendovitsky

EXPORT POTENTIAL OF THE VORONEZH REGION